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ABSTRACT

As edentulous mandible become atrophic, a denture bearing area will also be reduced. Difficulty in the removable prosthesis rehabilitation will be present as well. The purpose of this paper reports an innovative surgical technique to cope a problem of unstable complete lower denture due to bone atrophy and resulted of vertical height reduction of the anterior region of the mandible necessary for denture retention. Vertical advancement of the lower jaw using lingual bone split pedicle onlay graft technique in the anterior region of the mandible and followed by secondary epithelization vestibuloplasty in achieving the vertical height dimension. The surgery was achieved satisfactorily as the vertical dimension of the mandible anterior region had increased and the denture seated more stable comparing with the previous denture worn by the patient. It concluded that the surgery was achieved with a great result as the vertical height of the anterior region of the mandible had increased positively therefore lead the denture seated more stable.
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INTRODUCTION

The height of the alveolar process in edentulous patients gives an important contribution in prosthetic dentistry. Although the present of dental implant give a significant contribution in dental rehabilitation, correction of the vertical height in atrophis jaw to achieve a retentive removable dental prosthesis by surgery are sometimes needed to be performed in many settings.

Pre-prosthetic surgery were improved since the end of World War II, through the developments of better materials, the improved accuracy of diagnostic technique and better understanding of oral physiology, dental prosthetics has made great strides in increasing the successful use of prosthetic appliances in edentulous patients. Nonetheless, there remain a number of patients who can never be made to use denture effectively because the process of bone atrophy, soft tissue hypertrophy, or both have developed beyond the point of prosthetic accommodation. In these patients, surgery offers a significant contribution.

In case of atrophy of the alveolar process in the posterior region found with sufficient depth of the lingual sulcus and sufficient high of the vertical height of the anterior alveolar process, stable denture retention can be expected. A difficult situation would be occur when the lost of the denture bearing suffered in the anterior region of the mandible, this situation might contribute a difficulty in achieving complete denture prosthesis stabilization.

Surgical technique in oral vestibular sulcus extension in an atrophied alveolar process has a long evolutionary history of success and gives the credit for pioneering the clinical practice of pre-prosthetic surgery. Some articles have documented the clinical versatility and outcome of sulcus extension surgery and those techniques till now days still uses as a basic surgical knowledge for any sulcus extension surgery. Review study from Hillerupp et al. concluded that lowering of the floor of the mouth provide a substantial benefit to patients with denture problem due to alveolar ridge atrophy.

Several pre-prosthetic surgical procedures that have been used successfully are little known or applied in ours. Among these are sub-mucosal vesitybuloplasty, secondary epithelization vestibuloplasty, alveolar ridge-skin grafting vestibuloplasty, buccal sulcus-skin grafting vestibuloplasty, tuberoplasty, and upper jaw sandwich osteotomy with immediate vestibuloplasty. All of those techniques are applicable in both maxilla and mandible correction and conjunction with the oral soft manipulations.

Although some recent surgical techniques and appliances of denture rehabilitation have been developed, such as the used of dental implant and distraction osteogenesis, the previous techniques of ridge correction for dental bearing enlargement which had been developed still gave a great benefit in many settings, especially in patients who can not afford of those advanced appliances.
The surgical technique for denture bearing extension basically can be done by two way basic methods, soft tissues extension, and secondly is combination of soft tissue-bone surgery. The soft tissue surgery sometimes can be done in simple way in comparing to soft tissue-bone surgery. Surgical combination of bone-soft tissue surgery usually done in two stages of surgeries, as bone advancement for the first step and followed by vestibuloplasty to built a new sulcus.

The lack of bone mass associated with relatively high muscle attachments and insufficient vestibular depth complicates the prosthetic restoration of the atrophic mandible. Bell et al.,28 in his experimental studies of interpositional bone grafts to the maxilla and mandible indicate that the palatal and labio-buccal mucoperiosteum in the maxilla and lingual mucoperiosteum in the mandible provide an adequate vascular pedicle for single stage repositioning of athropic edentulous maxilla by Le Fort I osteotomy or superior repositioning of mandibular basal bone.

Various surgical reports of ridge augmentation in the mandible by Davis et al.,8 Sander and Cox9 Ewers and Haerle,12 Tideman et al,15 Schettler,18 had shown its superiority in achieving an augmented ridge and denture stability. The complexity of the surgical methods as had been presented by some authors, therefore applying another simple modification of surgical technique in improving the vertical height of the anterior part of atrophic mandible was thought to be useful.

CASE

A 65 year old female was visited Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, Airlangga University refered by Department of Prosthodontic with mandible atrophic especially in the anterior region. The patient appeared in our clinic was wearing her upper and lower complete dentures, but she was complaining of unstable lower jaw denture, therefore she expected for a new dental prosthesis. The Prostodontist also reported the difficulty to arrange a stable denture due to the insufficient vertical height of the mandible anterior region. The patient was observed and planned with new full denture replacement both upper and lower jaws. The denture bearing in the upper jaw was found with sufficient ridge height, differed from what given in the lower jaw.

The lingual sulcus in posterior region and buccal sulcus were found in between acceptable depth for placing a removable denture, but she had lost the alveolar process, labial sulcus depth in the region of canine to canine. Flabby and movable soft tissue also presented, increasing the denture seated unstable. A labial depth correction was presumed to be necessary to perform by increasing the vertical height and sulcus depth. Panoramic radiography showed a mark atrophied of the anterior region therefore a vestibuloplasty alone would not be enough to ensure the sulcus depth as the vertical bone height had been lost (Figure 1). Combination of bone augmentation and vestibuloplasty were planned in two stages.

A vertical bone osteotomy of the lingual part of the mandible was done and the bone fragment was onlayed above the mandible bone and fixed with T-miniplate in combination with wire osteosynthesis (Figure 2-a, b, c and d). Three months after the surgery, the T plate was removed and followed by immediate secondary epithelization vestibuloplasty in the region of canine to canine in the labial side (Figure 3-a). Two weeks after the vestibuloplasty, the vertical height of the anterior part of the mandible shown increased and the lower jaw impression was taken for a definitive complete denture prosthetic (Figure 3-b, c). The stability of the denture was reported by the prosthodontist with satisfactory (Figure 3-d).

CASE MANAGEMENT

In atrophic edentulous mandible, advancement of the vertical height is necessary as the mouth had failed its denture bearing for placement of the denture. A new method of mouth rehabilitation using dental implant is now widely used, otherwise that method is still difficult to be proceeded in many setting as that technique of dental implant need of a highly cost, therefore correction of the alveolar process height using bone split technique can be use as an alternative method to cope problem of unstable denture due to alveolar atrophy.

The basic idea of this surgical technique is done by creating a new vertical height of the anterior region of the mandible. The lingual part of the mandible in the region from left to right first premolar was osteotomized vertically and followed by bone separation from the mandible with the lingual mucoperiosteum and muscles preserved on its attachment. The osteotomized bone is than extended
Figure 2. (a) Vertical and horizontal osteotomy the anterior part of the mandible in the lingual region from right first premolar to left first premolar; (b) The lingual bone separated from mandible; (c & d) The osteotomized lingual bone raised and placed above labial bone and fixed with bended T miniplate and stainless steel wires.

(Figures c and d published under the courtesy of Drg. Roestiny and Drg. Mefina from The Department of Prosthodontic, Faculty of Dentistry, Airlangga University).

Figure 3. (a) Immediate secondary epithelization vestibuloplasty simultaneously done after the T plate removal; (b) Six months after surgery, anterior region of the mandible shows with vertical height and labial sulcus depth improvement, facilitated to a good denture retention; (c) The result of lower jaw impression shows a positive ridge improvement in the anterior region; (d) The lower jaw denture fitted nicely as well as the upper denture.

(Figures c and d published under the courtesy of Drg. Roestiny and Drg. Mefina from The Department of Prosthodontic, Faculty of Dentistry, Airlangga University).
superiorly and onlaid above the mandible bone as a pedicle bone graft to create a new alveolar process. T form miniplate osteosynthesis can be used as an alternate method for bone graft fixation. The plate can be removed 3 months after the first surgery and an immediate vestibuloplasty using secondary epithelization technique is done following the plate removal.

DISCUSSION

Extensive changes may occur in the morphology of the jaw after tooth loss. The jaws are consisted of alveolar and basal bone. The alveolar bone and periodontal tissues supported the teeth, but neither have any physiological function once the teeth lost, and are therefore resorbed.8,9,12

Three disadvantage problems simultaneously existed in this case, as: a) lost of vertical height of the anterior region, b) a flabby tissue arose following the atrophied alveolar bone and c) unstable denture due to muscles activities.

The activity of the orbicularis oris and mentalis muscles interfered strongly in the anterior region of the mandible. Many of fibers that are contained entirely within orbicularis oris pass obliquely through the thickness of the lips from the dermis of the skin on outer labial surface to the mucous membrane on inner aspect. Contraction of the orbicularis oris compresses the lips against the teeth as well as closing the oral cavity. Another small slip of muscle, the mentalis, passes from front of the mandible near to midline to be inserted into the skin of the chin. It lies just to the side of the frenulum of the lower lip.30 In patient with atrophied mandible who wearing a lower complete denture prosthesis, the activity of 2 muscles, the lower part of the orbicularis and mentalis muscles might be easily dislodge the denture. Ridge augmentation, sulcus extention, and muscle release are three major surgical objectives should be done to achieve denture stability.

Augmentation of the atrophic edentulous mandibular ridge has long been a problem for the oral and maxillofacial surgeon. Various types of transoral onlay bone grafting techniques in the mandible have been tried.8,9,12,15 Davis et al.31 have reported the use of autogenous transoral onlay rib grafting. In long term follow-up, these authors reported of excessive resorption of 30% to 50% of the bone had been grafted.8 Ewers and Haerle in year 1980 reported an absolute elevation of the ridge in which the mandible had been grafted.8 Ewers and Haerle in year 1980 reported an average of bone grafting resorption shown of 18% of the elevation of the alveolar ridge in the first year, 10 % in second year, 8 % (i.e 0.6 mm), in the third year and 3% (i.e 0.2 mm) in the fourth and fifth years.12

The sources of bone had grafted as reported by Davis8 and Ewers and Haerle12 were different, which Davis used an autogenous rib as a bone sources and Ewers and Haerle used an autogenous bone which taken from the part of the mandible and placed like a visor, therefore it might be the reason why the rate of bone resorption as reported by Davis31 found higher then given by Ewers and Haerle.8

Mandible bone resorption in the anterior region in this case leads the difficulty in the complete denture prosthetic rehabilitation. Augmentation of the anterior region was proved to be possible using lingual bone split pedicle onlay graft technique. This surgical method was ensured based on two considerations, the bone used for this grafting procedure was an autogenous bone type as it was taken from the same mandible and applied by maintaining its vascularity through muscle attachment and lingual mucoperiosteum, means that the bone had been grafted to the recepient site in a pedicle form of bone graft. Application of this pedicle bone graft method expecting of minimum of bone resorption and would be adequately accepted by the recipient as it has a same type of intramembranous bone.

In short observation of eight months period after surgery concluded that this technique of alveolar process augmentation in the anterior region of lower jaw had augmented nicely, the anterior sulcus depth shown had been maintained and the lower jaw prosthesis stability is achieved successfully. This surgical technique lingual bone split pedicle onlay graft technique might be used as an alternative surgical technique for correction of atrophy in the anterior region of the mandible. Furthers observations are needed to determine the long-term results of this surgical technique.
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